CANCER CONNECTION

The dilemma was obvious: cyanide was simultaneously the anti-cancer element in the extract and the toxic ingredient as well.
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At both universities and hospitals across the U.S., the researchers have been working hard to find the right balance between the two elements in order to create an effective cancer treatment. Despite the challenges, many believe that this discovery could eventually lead to a cure for cancer.
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The dilemma was obvious: cyanide was simultaneously the anti-cancer element in the extract and the toxic ingredient as well.
Local Events

Special Events

Theatre

Dance

Sports

Galleries

Music

Film

Lectures

Treloworth's International Gourmet Cuisine

Daily Bread

Pants Fair

Roland dress shirts

$15.95
DELICIOUS, DISAPPOINTING AND DISTRESSING

"Tales from the Vienna Woods" is the archetypal waltz, the metawaltz, the urwaltz, the Platonic idea of waltzes.

JOHN BARRY

Dear Sir/Madam,

I was pleased to learn that the Plaza Department Store is now playing "Tales from the Vienna Woods." This is the archetypal waltz, the metawaltz, the urwaltz, the Platonic idea of waltzes. What is it about this record that makes it so universally appealing? Is it the melody, the rhythm, the harmony, or the arrangement? Whatever the reason, I am sure that this record will continue to be a timeless classic that will be enjoyed by people for generations to come.

Sincerely,

John Barry
Miss Davidson's Italian was such as has never been heard on the banks of the Po or the Arno, except perhaps at the American Express.
Reader's Guide to the Music Scene

San Diego Concerts

Santana @ The Forum

San Diego Music Clubs

The Rabbit Hole, 1170 E. Market St.

Clubs

Don McLean @ Donovan's

2 FOR 1 DINNERS

GREAT LUNCHES

Stars on Sunday

Don McLean @ The Public House

100% Cocktails

$1 Pitchers

Jim Moodie @ The Public House

Mandolin Wind

El Cortez

Fanny, Nokie & Crazy

Scott Reid Auditions Night

John Bovall

California Concerts and Shows

GIL - Scott Heron

Nov. 14 8:00

Golden Hall

Tower of Power

Orleans

Nov. 7

Waterfall

The Original Country Rockers

Nov. 7

UCSD Gym 8:00 PM
The "smuggling" of Laetrile for health reasons is considered by many law-abiding citizens to be an absolute necessity brought on by the government.

My Neighborhood...

A Writing Contest.

CLOTHING SAIL
50% OFF
Selected Clothing

Hobie Sport Center
4236 Mission Blvd., 1/2 mile north of Gateway Pacific Beach
HOURS
Mon.-Sat., 9-9, Sun., 10-5

Glenn-Mar Waterbeds
$99 ON 1

Wall Systems
specialists

Casper Wood Products
San Diego (downtown)
The "smuggling" of Laetrile for health reasons is considered by many law-abiding citizens to be an absolute necessity brought on by the government.

My Neighborhood...

A Writing Contest,

1st Prize: $150
2nd Prize: $75
3rd Prize: $20

My Neighborhood...

The smishing of Laetrile for health reasons is considered by many law-abiding citizens to be an absolute necessity brought on by the government.

Letters

[Content not legible]

CLOTHING SAIL
50% OFF
Selected Clothing

Hobie Sport Center
4781 Main St. Fort Myers 740-7369

Glenn-Mar Waterbeds
$99 UN I

Wall Systems

Casper Wood Products
Movies
Duncan Shepherd

The Concert for Bangladesh

The Front

2001: A Space Odyssey

The National Health

The Passover Plot

Ken Cinema 4001 Adams Rd 339-3900

The Strand

La Paloma Theatre

LCCP Drama Dept.

This week at The Fine Arts

TAXI DRIVER

Bargain Price 5: 30-6:30

In his time he was called the Son of God.

The man who lived to Earth

In the name of the Father and the Son, I baptize thee...
Movies

Duncan Shepherd

This week's offerings may not contain a lot of overwhelming masterpieces, but there are a few good choices, including several debuts.

The movie of the moment is the wry, funny, touching "Marriage Story," a rather unorthodox contemporary comedy/drama by Spike Jonze. "Marriage Story" stars Adam Driver and Scarlett Johansson as a married couple who are trying to figure out how to divorce in a civilized manner. It's a bit overlong, but otherwise engaging, and it's a Oscar candidate for Best Original Screenplay (Jonze) and Best Actress (Johansson).

Another Oscar candidate is "Juno," a quasi-feminist comedy written and directed by Jason Reitman ("Thank You for Smoking"). "Juno" features a strong ensemble cast, including Jennifer Garner, Jason Bateman, Kristen Wiig, and Jason Sudeikis. It's a comedy about a teenage girl who becomes pregnant, and the movie's message is one of empowerment for young women.

Another debut is "The Man Who Fell to Earth" at the Los Angeles Film Festival at the Ace Hotel. "The Man Who Fell to Earth" is a science fiction/horror movie based on the novel by Walter M. Miller Jr. It stars David Bowie as a alien who lands on Earth and becomes a wealthy businessman, only to be haunted by the memories of his home planet. The movie is directed by Nicolas Roeg ("The Man Who Fell to Earth").

Finally, "The Passover Plot" is a newly-produced documentary that explores the controversial 1974 book "The Zealots: A Secret Plot Against Israel" by Vladimir Jabotinsky. "The Passover Plot" is directed by Dan Diner and Shmuel Gilead and is a reminder of the importance of historical perspective in understanding contemporary affairs.
Movies

MOVIE THEATERS

WORLD'S FAVORITE BED-TIME STORY IS FINALLY A BED-TIME STORY...

Ken's Cinema

SUNDAY/MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY/THURSDAY

FRIDAY/SATURDAY

Psychology & Therapy Film Series
Five years from now, when Miss Picoletti has priced herself way out of the San Diego market, some of you may remember my words.

SAVILLE

(Phony ad for a furniture store)

Camera World's
Pre-Christmas Warehouse Sale

Handpicks of B.C.'s at a fraction of cost

Friday, November 12 & Saturday, November 13

Do not to miss out at a once-in-a-lifetime bargain for fans of photography.

Range Finder Camera

35mm SLR Camera

Zoom Movie Cameras

$100 Gift Certificate

Regular prices from $50 to $100

CAMERA WORLD

SAVILLE

(Phony ad for a furniture store)

Man in the Middle

The Front is about good old-fashioned heroism; the kind that comes from what one doesn't do rather than what one does.

INDEPENDENT

INDEPENDENT
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INDEPENDENT